AbstractÐWe have modified the original version space strategy in order to learn disjunctive concepts incrementally and without saving past training instances. The algorithm time complexity is also analyzed, and its correctness is proven.
INTRODUCTION
A famous incremental learning strategy, called the ªversion-spaceº strategy [5] , [6] , has been used in some real learning systems. However, it is mainly applicable only to learning conjunctive concepts. For learning disjunctive concepts, Mitchell proposed the ªmultiple-version-spacesº strategy [5] , which maintains several boundary sets at the same time. Manago and Blythe integrated the top-down and bottom-up learning strategies to learn disjunctive concepts [4] . Both the above mentioned strategies must process training instances in batch fashion and are, thus, unsuited to incremental learning. Murray proposed the ªmultiple-convergenceº strategy [7] , which generalizes the idea of version space boundary sets to obtain disjunctive concepts. Hong and Tseng [2] proposed the ªincremental multiple version-spaceº strategy, a modification of the multiple version-space strategy for incremental learning. However, the latter methods require saving previous positive training instances for reprocessing during the learning process. Since incremental learning is suited to cases in which training instances arrive intermittently, the number of instances may grow very large.
In this paper, we propose a new version-space-based learning strategy, the ªversion-space split-mergeº (VSSM) learning strategy, which is able to learn disjunctive concepts well incrementally, but without keeping track of past training instances. This strategy simultaneously maintains several version spaces, each of which excludes all negative training instances and includes some positive training instances. Whenever a new training instance arrives, these version spaces are then split and merged to form new ones, satisfying the requirement of being able to learn disjunctive concepts.
THE ªVERSION-SPACE SPLIT-MERGEº LEARNING STRATEGY
The algorithm is presented in detail below:
Initialize q H to contain only the most general hypothesis in the entire hypothesis space.
REPEAT
Await the next training instance s; IF s is positive THEN IF a version space whose set covers s already exists THEN do nothing; ELSE IF a version space exists whose set after including s is still consistent with its corresponding q set THEN minimally generalize the set of this version space to cover s; ELSE create a new version space whose set contains only s and whose q set consists of the hypotheses in q H that are more general than s; IF s is negative THEN minimally specialize q H to exclude s; FOR each version space DO minimally specialize q to exclude s; IF becomes inconsistent after excluding s THEN split set into disjuncts that exclude s; FOR each disjunct h DO call the merge procedure to process h; UNTIL all training instances have been exhausted. The merge procedure is described below:
IF a version space whose set is more general than h already exists THEN do nothing; ELSE IF a version space exists whose set after merging with h is still consistent with its corresponding q set THEN minimally generalize the S set of this version space to cover h; ELSE create a new version space whose set contains only h and whose q set consists of the hypotheses in q H that are more general than h.
EXAMPLE
Each member of a given set of instances can be described as an unordered pair of simple objects characterized by three nominal attributes: shape (e.g., circle, triangle), color (e.g., red, blue), and size (e.g., large, small). Assume VSSM processes the following training instances: The learning process is shown in Fig. 1 . Note that each instance can be thought of as a most specific hypothesis.
TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Define a unit operation as a specialization or generalization process [1] , [3] for the purpose of having a processing time criterion. Let s mx and g mx denote, respectively, the maximum numbers of hypotheses in sets and q appearing in a version space. Also assume the maximum number of version spaces appearing in the entire learning process is v mx and the maximum number of disjuncts split from is d mx . Let p and n denote, respectively, the time complexity the VSSM learning algorithm requires to deal with one positive training instance and one 
Note that this is a higher degree of time complexity than that of the original version space learning algorithm [5] since the problem VSSM solves involves learning disjunctive concepts. This is not necessarily, however, a higher degree of time complexity than those required by the other version-space-based algorithms for learning disjunctive concepts since it depends on the value of d mx X
CORRECTNESS OF THE ªVERSION-SPACE SPLIT-MERGEº LEARNING ALGORITHM
The following theorems can easily be proven:
The VSSM learning algorithm can always terminate.
Theorem 2. When an inconsistent version space appears, previous positive training instances included in are also included in the union of disjuncts h obtained by splitting .
Theorem 3. Each version space derived by the VSSM learning algorithm will exclude all negative training instances, and all the version spaces gathered together will include all positive training instances.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Several points concerning the VSSM learning algorithm are discussed in more detail below:
1. When inconsistencies occur, the split disjuncts, rather than the positive training instances they include, are processed. Generalization of the sets of the other version spaces are then processed to a higher level of abstraction. 2. When a new positive training instance arrives, two or more version spaces may still be consistent after including the newly arrived positive training instance. Nevertheless, the choice of version spaces for generalization doesn't affect the final correctness of the VSSM learning algorithm. Taking any hypothesis from each version space as disjunct still enables learning of disjunctive concepts. 3. The learning process is order-dependent in terms of efficiency, but not in correctness of concept learning. It is preferable to have negative training instances processed as early as possible to reduce the amount of reprocessing of past training instances. Positive training instances with high degrees of similarity should also be processed in consecutive order so generalization of these positive training instances does not vary much from them, thus reducing the need for later reprocessing. When inconsistencies do occur, each split disjunct will then be quite close to already included positive training instances.
4.
The whole q H set, which excludes all the negative training instances, must be retained. When a new version space is created, its q set can then be easily formed by choosing hypotheses in q H that are more general than the positive training instance being considered. If the q H set is not retained, a q set for the new version space must be generated by considering all past negative training instances one after another, and the q H set is generated again in order to form the q set. Retaining the q H set is thus worthwhile since it avoids redundant computation.
Whether VSSM is worth using depends on the given training instances. If many training instances are to be processed and some of them will be incrementally obtained, the VSSM learning algorithm is then a good candidate. If, however, training instances can be completely collected at the beginning of learning, it might then be more beneficial to use one of the batch learning algorithms.
